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Autodesk® Advance Steel: Learn to Create and
Customize a Fresh New Drawing Style
Emy Nestor
Autodesk, Ltd.

Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Understand the main structure of a drawing style by using Drawing Styles Manager
Learn how to create a completely new drawing style, going through all phases
Understand by direct testing the settings and options of drawing styles
Learn how to define the requests for a drawing style to suit the company standards

Description
One of the most requested areas in Advance Steel detailing software is the ability to
customize your templates to generate detail drawings. At the same time, it is one of the most complex
parts of this product.
In this hand-on lab, you’ll learn how to customize a drawing style by creating a completely
new drawing style, going step by step through all phases, from simple to more complex configuration.
We’ll walk through the workflow of configuring drawing styles using the Drawing Style
Manager interface, with explanation of existing options and settings. We’ll configure and use model
objects, labels, and dimensions in specific scenarios.
At the end of the class, you will know how to define your requests and how to customize your
drawing styles to suit the company standards.

Speaker
Emy Nestor is Technical Support Senior Specialist for Advance Steel product. He worked
with Advance Steel for more than 14 years, both as part of the Support and Development Team and
as end user for very different projects. He joined Autodesk, Inc.'s, Product Support in 2014, helping
customers and partners with their questions for Advance Steel software product.
Emy has a MSc degree in Structural Engineering from the Technical University of
Construction Bucharest, Romania.
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Drawing Style and Drawing Style Manager
Introduction
In Advance Steel, any detail drawing is generated by applying a Drawing Style (DS) – a
template that contains a set of rules about what is shown in detail, how is shown, and how is labeled
and dimensioned.
The DS contains the instructions for various settings (displayed parts, views, dimensions,
labeling, clipping, etc.). It controls what it is created for each detail: for each assembly or for each
general arrangement view, as example.
The complex structure and the number of different options in a DS represent a challenge for
any user. Trying to learn each setting and then to create your own drawing styles is not an easy task.
In this presentation, we will use a different approach:
• We will create the most simplified DS, to have the big picture and understanding
• Then, we will build on it: modify different options, add views and rules, making the
drawing style more and more complex
This method allows us to learn gradually the meaning and influence of different settings and
how Advance Steel works when creates a detail drawing. So, in the same time, we will understand
its capabilities and how to “translate” our project / company requests into rules for DS.

Drawing Style Manager
Drawing Style Manager (DSM) is the graphical interface used to access, customize, create
or delete a DS at any level.
To open the Drawing Style Manager, go to:
Ribbon  Output  Document Manager panel  Drawing Style Manager
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1 - Component panel: displays the most important types of the existing styles & sub-styles:
•
•
•
•

Drawing styles
Model objects
Labeling strategies
Dimension requests

2 - Tree panel: here you can see the content of all the branches and categories in a tree-like
structure. Each item definition can be expanded to access the settings on various levels.
3 - Properties Panel: it shows the properties and settings of the selected item from tree panel.
The displayed content changes according to the current type and level of the item.
4 - Toolbar: DS management functions (copy, delete, import, export etc.)
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Drawing Style – General structure
The Drawing Style (DS) is a template that contains the set of rules for the entire content
generated in a detail drawing:
• the type of the detail
• the number of views and their arrangement
• the objects to be shown – and how should be shown
• the objects labeling rules
• the dimensions to be created
The numerous options and settings of a DS are grouped in sub-styles (sub-templates) on
various levels, which allow them to be shown in a tree-like structure. In the same time, this structure
allows the sub-templates to be reused in the same DS or in other DS.
Actually, we will find the same type of structure on each level of a DS:
Sub-template(s)
+
properties specific to that level

Tree-like structure of a DS (left) and the content of a DS (right): Views (sub-templates) + Properties. The content
for the Drawing Style level shows the Views (sub-templates) + properties specific to this DS
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When you try to modify a sub-template that is shared between different drawing styles, you
will receive a warning like the one below, allowing you to decide if it is your intention to transfer the
modification or to create a new / separate sub-template.

TIP: do not deactivate this warning dialog until you become proficient in customization

Create a Fresh Drawing Style
Generate a New Drawing Style
A new DS can be created only by copying an existing DS: by Copy or by Deep copy process.
The main difference between the two methods is related to the level (or depth) of the copy process:
• The Copy function will create a new DS, but referring (sharing) the same sub-styles
with the original DS
• The Deep copy function duplicates the full structure definition of the original DS. The
new DS is completely independent from the original one.

Create New DS Category

To do
Start by creating a new category / folder for your drawing styles:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. Right-click on the User branch name
3. Select the option New
Alternatively, you could use the button New from the DSM Toolbar, when the User branch is
selected.
4. Type the desired category name – e.g. AU 2017- Category
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Create a new DS in this category

To do
1. Expand any other DS category – e.g. 4 - Assemblies
2. Select any existing DS – e.g. 4.04 – Beam
3. Right-click on its name
4. Select the option Copy
Note that the option New is not active for this level
5. Type a name for your new DS – e.g. AU 2017 – DS Test1
6. Click Apply to save the new DS in the database
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Edit the new created DS properties
As you have seen, a new copied DS is placed in the same category with the original DS.

To do
To change its category:
1. Select the new created DS
2. Right-click on its name
3. Select the option Properties
4. Open the drop-down list for Category
5. Select the desired category AU 2017 – Category
Additionally, you can edit the DS name or you can change the DS description
6. Click Apply
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From this point further, we can start editing the DS itself – its content and properties.
The DS is defined by its views and a set of specific properties. It is organized in 4 tabs (pages)
in the DSM:
• Views arrangement
• Detail title
• Cut view title
• Model object selection
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Set the Drawing Style type
A DS, and therefore the detail drawing created with it, can be one of the 3 main types:
• Overview detail: to show the elements from a part of or from the entire 3D model
(erection drawings - general arrangement, detail nodes etc.)
• Assembly / main part detail: to show how to fabricate one assembly (e.g. a column
with all its attached parts on it)
• Single part detail: to show how to fabricate a single element (e.g. 1 beam or 1 plate).

To do
Set the DS type:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. Select your DS in the tree panel
3. Go to the page Model objects selection
4. Select the type Mainpart
5. Press Apply to save the modifications in database
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At this point you have an Assembly DS fully functional.

To do
Generate a detail drawing using the new created Drawing Style:
1. Open the test model from Dataset folder AS_Full-Model_Inch.dwg
2. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
3. Select your DS in the tree panel
4. Press the button Use
5. Select an assembly from the 3D model - for example a column – and then right-click
6. In the Create detail dialog box click on Create with default settings
The detail drawing is generated and then the DSM dialog opens again
7. Close DSM with OK
8. Open Document Manager
The generated drawing is shown in the Details – Up-to-date category
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Create your own View(s)
The previous drawing is generated using your new DS. However, the content of this detail is
based on the sub-templates – Views – taken from the original DS used as starting point for our DS.
To have an independent DS, we will have to create new views and remove the existing ones.

To do
Start by cleaning the current views:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. Select your DS in the tree panel
3. Go to the page View arrangement
4. Select the second line in the List of views
5. Use the button Remove view to delete each view, until only the first one remains
6. Use the button Apply to save the modifications in the database
Notes:
• The Remove view only deletes the view from the DS definition. It does NOT delete the
view from the database
• The first line / first view cannot be deleted. A DS must have at least one view
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The next step is to create a new view:
7. Select the remaining view
8. Use the button Create new view
9. In the New view dialog box type the name of the view – e.g. My View 1 – Front – and
press OK
10. Use the Up (Move up selected view) button – to place the created view on the first
line in the list of views
11. Select the second line / view and remove it from the list of views
12. Use the button Apply to save the modifications
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Your DS contains now a single view – a view that is not used by any other DSs
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13. Create a new detail drawing using your DS – press the button Use and follow the
steps from previous chapter.
Note: Since you have generated an assembly drawing for a specific column, you would need
to select a different assembly / column this time.
If you want to generate a drawing for the same column, open Document Manager, select the
generated drawing and delete it. Then you can generate a new assembly drawing for the same
column, using your DS.

Now we can go to the next level - to modify our view content.
In an analogous way as the DS definition, the view is defined by sub-templates and specific
properties that applies to the view itself.
The various properties and options of a view are grouped in 5 tabs (pages) in DSM:
• View definition – the content of the view: the objects to be shown, how should be
shown, labeled and dimensioned
• View properties – settings related to scale, view arrangement, use for manual cuts
• Clipping properties
• Compass position – settings related to compass / orientation information
• Assignment categories
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The view definition / content is structured in 3 sub-templates:
• View direction and model box
• Object presentation and labeling
• View dimensions

View direction and Model box
The view direction lets you select the direction from which the objects are seen in the detail,
for this specific view. As example, you can choose to see an object from front or top direction, or you
can choose to see it from the current orientation of the UCS.
Further, there are several options to adjust the zone of the 3D model (the “box” or viewport)
that is included in the view. As example, you could choose to see the adjacent objects to the current
assembly.
Usually, the current list of predefined sub-templates for view direction and model box is
enough for a workshop drawing (single part or main part drawing).

To do
Verify the current View direction and model box:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. In the tree panel, expand the definition of the current view
3. Select the View direction and model box category
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4. In the right-side page, verify the current name of the view direction and model box
5. If it is not Object front, open the drop-down list and select it
6. Then press Apply
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Create new Object presentation and labeling rule
The Object presentation and labeling rule is the sub-template containing the instructions for:
1. The objects to be shown in the detail view
2. How should be “presented” these objects – visible lines, hidden lines, axis etc.
3. How should be labeled these objects

To do
Currently, our DS / our view is still referring the presentation and labeling sub-template from
the original DS.
So, we will create now a new set of Object presentation and labeling rules:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. In the tree panel, expand the definition of the current view
3. Select the Object presentation category
4. In the right-side page, use the button New
5. In the New object presentation and labeling rule dialog box, type the name of your
new set of rules – e.g. My presentation rules 1 – and press OK
6. Then press Apply
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Create new View dimension rule
The sub-template Dimension strategy contains the instructions about dimensions to be
created for a view. In a simplified form, a dimension is defined by:
• The dimension type and direction
• The objects to be dimensioned
• The specific points that should be provided by the dimensioned objected

To do
Currently, our DS / our view is still using the dimension sub-template from the original DS.
So, we will create now a new set of View dimensions – a new Dimension strategy:
1. Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
2. In the tree panel, expand the definition of the current view
3. Select the View dimensions category
4. In the right-side page, use the button New
5. In the New View dimension strategy dialog box, type the name of your new set of
rules – e.g. My dimension strategy 1 – and press OK
6. Then press Apply

At this point we have our fresh new Drawing Style!
From now on we can start customizing our DS to suit our requirements, by adding, removing
or defining new presentation rules, labeling rules or dimension rules.
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Build-up on the new created DS
The simplest Object presentation and labeling rule
Our current view, as most of other DSs, contains many rules for presentation and labeling.
To have a good and quick image on how objects are shown in detail, we will create the most
generic Object presentation and labeling rule set.

To do
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
In the tree panel, expand the definition of our DS & View
Select the Object presentation category
Select the second line in the Object presentation list of rules
Use the button Delete object presentation repeatedly delete each rule, until only the
first one remains
6. Use the button Apply to save the modifications in the database

Now we will modify the remaining presentation rule:
7. In the tree panel, expand the definition of Object presentation category
8. Select the existing rule (e.g. Environment (for assemblies) – All)
9. In the right side of DSM, open the drop-down list for Model objects
10. Search for category Parts (all model roles) and select model object All
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11. Open the drop-down list for Presentation rule
12. Search and select the rule VisibleHidden

13. Open the drop-down list for Labeling rule
14. Search the category All parts and select the rule Name
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15. In the tree panel select the modified rule:

16. Then press the button Apply to save the modifications in the database
The meaning of this single rule is like this:
• ALL elements will be shown in the detail (beam, plates, holes etc.)
• The objects will be shown with their visible and hidden lines
• All elements will get a label showing their name
17. Create a new detail drawing using your DS – press the button Use and follow the
steps to generate a detail for another column
18. Open Document Manager, select and see the resulted detail drawing:
• All elements are shown with their visible and hidden lines
• All elements have a label showing their names
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The simplest View dimension definition
We can see in the generated detail that several dimensions are created for this assembly.
In an analogous way with object presentation, we will replace all these dimensions with one
very generic Dimension definition set.

To do
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open DSM
In the tree panel, expand the definition of our DS & View
Select the View dimension category
Select the second line in the list Combination of dimension chains
Use the button Delete object presentation repeatedly to delete each rule, until only
the first one remains
6. Use the button Apply to save the modifications in the database

Now we will replace the remaining dimension definition with a new one:
7. In the tree panel, expand the definition of View dimensions category
8. Select the existing rule (e.g. Mp X – Beam EndProcessing)
9. In the right side of DSM, use the button New to define a new Dimension definition
10. In the New dimension strategy dialog box, type the name of the new dimension
strategy – e.g. My Dim – X – All points
11. Press OK and then Apply to save the modification in database
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The option Dimension chain direction sets the direction of the new created dimension.
12. Search in the drop-down list the direction x-axis of a main part and select it.
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Let’s define now the points that will be used to create the dimension line – Selection of
dimension points.
Each line in the list of Selection of dimension points represents a set of points that will be
used to create the dimension. In our case, we will use a single line / a single set of points.
13. In the tree panel, expand the definition of View dimensions category
14. Select the new defined dimension definition My Dim – X – All points and expand it
15. Select the existing rule for points selection (e.g. Mp – Beam EndProcessing)
16. In the right side of DSM, use the button New to define a new Point selection name
17. In the New Dimension points selection rule dialog box, type the name of the new point
selection name – e.g. All objects – All points
18. Press OK and then Apply to save the modification in database

19. Open the drop-down list for Model objects and select All from category Parts (all model
roles)
20. Verify the options for restrictions relative to objects:
• The option Model object position restriction relative to the parent object is set to No
restrictions
• The option Geometric restriction is set to All
• The option Depth position is set to Any
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21. Open the drop-down list for Point type selection
22. Select the option All points that are to be dimensioned of the objects
23. Verify the options Point position relative to object center and Point position relative to
main part center to be set to Any

24. In the tree panel select the modified rule:
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25. Then press the button Apply to save the modifications in the database
The meaning of this single rule is like this:
• All elements will be used for this dimension (beam, plates, holes etc.)
• The objects will provide all their characteristic dimension points
26. Create a new detail drawing using your DS – press the button Use and follow the
steps to generate a detail for another beam or column
27. Open Document Manager, select and see the resulted detail drawing:
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Modify your DS – Add a new Object presentation rule
At this point, our DS uses the same rule to display and label the objects in the detail drawing.
In case that you need a different presentation or a different label of specific objects, a separate rule
must be added for it.
We will add a rule to show the beams with their system axis too and to have as label their
position mark.

To do
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
In the tree panel, expand the definition of our DS & View
Select the Object presentation category
In the right side, use the button Add new object presentation
As result, a duplicate of the existing presentation rule will be added

Now we will modify the presentation rule:
6. Double-click on the presentation rule line in the list – to open its definition
7. Open the drop-down list for Model objects
8. Select the model object Beams in the category Parts (all model roles)
9. Open the drop-down list for Presentation rule
10. Select the option VisibleHiddenSystem
11. Open the drop-down list for Labeling rule
12. Select the labeling rule Singlepart mark from the category Marks
13. Press the button Apply to save the modifications
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14. In the tree panel select the Object presentation category, so you can see its
presentation rules in the right side
Note: During the creation of a detail drawing, the object presentation rules are evaluated in
their order in the list. So, the most specific (or restrictive) rule must be placed first
15. Select the second rule and use the button Move up to move it in the first position in
the list

16. Then press the button Apply to save the modifications in the database
17. Create a new detail drawing using your DS – press the button Use and follow the
steps to generate a detail for another beam or column
18. Open Document Manager, select the generated detail drawing:
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The column system axis is shown and the column label is showing the part mark.
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Modify your DS – Add the Top view of the assembly
Considering we have customized the current Front view as we need, we can use it as a
starting point to add the Top view of the assembly.

To do
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Open Drawing Style Manager (DSM)
Select your DS in the tree panel
Go to the page View arrangement
Use the button Create new view
In the New view dialog box, type the name of the new view My View 2 – Top

6.
7.
8.
9.

Double-click on the new view name, to open its definition
Open the drop-down list of View direction and model box
Select the existing sub-template Object Top
Press Apply to save the modifications in the database
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10. Create a new detail drawing using your DS – press the button Use and follow the
steps to generate a detail for another beam or column
11. Open Document Manager, select the generated detail drawing:
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Conclusion
By customizing your Drawing Styles, you will get the most of Advance Steel capabilities while
respecting your company and project requirements. You reduce the work on detail finishing phase
and you speed up the delivery time.
Going through the workflow from this presentation, you will get very quickly the general
understanding of the drawing style structure and how Advance Steel works during detailing. Also,
being aware of the available options and settings in Advance Steel, you can “translate” the company
standards into clear requests to be implemented in your drawing styles.

Additional resources / Documentation
•

Advance Steel Help – Drawing Style Manager

•

Build Your Advance Steel IQ – Webinar series

•

o

Drawing Style Manager: Customizing Object presentation and labeling – Part 1

o

Drawing Style Manager: Customizing Object presentation and labeling – Part 2

o

Drawing Style Manager: Customizing automatic dimensions – Part 1

o

Drawing Style Manager: Customizing automatic dimensions – Part 2

Autodesk University Classes – Advance Steel:
o

MSF9970-L: Advance Steel: Drawing Styles Customization

•

Getting Started with Advance Steel - YouTube videos

•

Advance Steel Forum
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